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Abstract
There is increasing interest in residential backup energy
systems, however current microgrid and solar analysis
design tools for single family home microgrids and
backup energy systems are lacking. This paper
describes a modeling process that synthesizes building
energy simulation outputs from Climate Studio
(Solemma 2021) and solar array power generation
outputs from Helioscope (Helioscope 2019) in a
spreadsheet battery capacity sizing tool that calculates
home energy autonomy over a design period for a range
of battery sizes. This modeling process is used to
evaluate battery system sizing options for an existing
single family home in Austin, Texas for which
historical energy use and solar generation data are
available to benchmark the building and solar modeling
methods. Resultantly, a battery size is recommended in
combination with summary tables and graphs that
consolidate and visualize the outcomes of the proposed
solar array and battery backup systems.

Introduction
Motivation
As climate change has become a more prominent public
concern and conversation, the world is quickly growing
to understand the importance and necessity of
renewable energy storage solutions in an uncertain
future. Climate change continues to put more stress on
the electrical grid through a variety of extreme weather
events. In connecting the relationship between
unreliable infrastructure and more frequent extreme
weather events, homeowners are valuing more Power
reliability than the typical grid connection enables.
Microgrid systems present a sense of security and
preparedness to concerned homeowners, and the market
for these systems has grown rapidly (Barbose 2021).

From the perspective of residential solar and energy
design and engineering professionals, clients want to
understand how the combination of solar and batteries
relates to achieving a level of comfort within their
homes during an energy crisis and in an unpredictable
and changing climate.

Literature Review
The residential energy system market is currently
mostly an installer design-build arena and has been
primarily divided into two categories: grid-tied solar
power, and backup generators for outage resiliency.
Traditionally, solar and battery microgrids have been a
niche market, and sizing calculations have been
rudimentary design-day level accounting of total energy
consumption and expected daily solar consumption
(Unbound Solar, 2022). More recently,
residential-scale batteries have become available in the
market, but these have been mostly developed for
time-of-use markets and other areas that incentivize
peak load reduction and/or solar self-consumption.
Residential solar design tools that include battery
modeling still only compute system performance under
these grid-tied operating assumptions (Open Solar
2022, Saru TEchnologies, 2022). Some extend to
outage performance evaluation but do not evaluate
performance over a range of battery sizes or weather
scenarios (Cheema, 2020). There are
microgrid-focused simulation tools, but these tend to be
more commercial and industrial-focused rather than
residential (UL, LLC, 2021).

There is much academic literature on modeling
residential battery storage systems, but the focus of
these studies is mostly economic rather than resilience
in an outage (Farhat 2014, Weniger 2014, Doroudchi
2015, Podder 2017, Heine 2019). With the increase in
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climate-related disasters, there is growing academic
study of home batteries for resiliency, but these are
often complex modeling efforts that are designed to
comprehensively evaluate a research question rather
than be project-agnostic preliminary design tools (Gong
2021.

As a result of the lack of a high-level parametric
evaluation tool for residential solar + battery backup
systems, a simplified battery system performance
evaluation tool was developed utilizing inputs from a
building energy simulation tool (Solemma 2021) and
solar PV simulation (Helioscope 2019). A spreadsheet
based tool was developed instead of using more
sophisticated programming methods (e.g. Matlab or
Python) because the intention of this tool is to be more
broadly accessible and usable without requiring
programming knowledge.

Simulation Methodology
Simulation Inputs
This tool requires two inputs: home energy use (kWh)
and solar generation (kWh), both in hourly format for
the entire model year (i.e. 8760 datapoints each). For
our purposes, these sets of data are exported from
Climate Studio (Solemma 2021) and Helioscope
(Helioscope 2019). Climate Studio provides the hourly
energy use of a modeled project for an entire year, and
Helioscope provides the hourly energy production
estimates of a modeled solar array arrangement on the
same project over the same time period. Both of these
programs use the same TMY climate/weather data to
run their calculations.

There are other ways to obtain the hourly 8760 data sets
required to run this tool. BEopt is a free energy
simulation that runs on TMY data and can generate
hourly energy use data. PVwatts is a free option for
obtaining solar generation data. For either of these
inputs, any software that produces hourly energy use or
generation for a year in watts or a unit that can be
converted into watts will work, provided they are using
the same weather data input. Additionally, actual
hourly meter data collected from a home, especially if
the home already had a solar array with corresponding
data, would be an ideal input for the tool.

Three climate/weather data inputs are used to run
simulations in these programs: historic location data
used to simulate a typical year, projected future location
data, and cold winter storm data. These three weather
scenarios allow users to evaluate ‘typical year’ outages,

‘extreme heat wave’ outages, and ‘extreme winter’
outages.

Climate Studio requires a number of user defined
parameters. These include the typical meteorological
year (TMY) weather files, as well as parameters
defining temperature set points, envelope details,
occupants per square meter, electricity used per square
meter, etc. all applied to the building’s geometry.
Helioscope also requires parameters, like the building's
geometry, the panel type, the inverter type, and any
shading objects.

Battery Modeling Parameters
There are several battery system parameters that are
user inputs to govern the size and performance of the
modeled battery system. Users set a battery unit size, a
step value, charge and discharge efficiencies, a
maximum charge/discharge capacity, the AC connected
capacity of a single battery unit, and a minimum charge
level. These variable inputs are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Example of user-defined battery parameters
Battery Unit Size [kW]: 20

Step Value: 1

Charge Efficiency [%]: 0.98

Discharge Efficiency [%]: 0.95

Charge Rate [% of Batt.Cap.]: 0.25

Discharge Rate [% of Batt.Cap.]: 0.25

AC Connected Capacity/ Battery Unit [kW]: 11.4

Minimum Charge Level  [%]: 0.9

The battery unit size allows for the size of a single
battery unit capacity to be multiplied by a user-defined
number to evaluate a range of battery size options. This
information is usually available in the catalogs or
specification sheets of the products available for any
battery manufacturer. The case study outlined in this
paper uses the specifications of an Enphase IQ Battery
10. The step value increases one unit in multiples of the
inputted value to automatically run three more battery
sizes. The charge and discharge efficiency helps
simulate the minor losses that occur when usable
electrical energy is converted into stored chemical
energy and vice versa. Another control is a cap on the
amount of energy that can flow into or out of the battery
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at any given time. Currently, this charge/discharge limit
is determined by a percentage of the total battery
capacity. This value can be calculated from a battery’s
specifications. This limitation aids in simulating the
concept of an E-rate. The AC connected
capacity/battery unit specifies the maximum size of
solar array that can be connected to a single battery
unit. This value can be found in a battery’s
specifications. The minimum charge level is used to
simulate a certain percent charge at the beginning of a
week-long outage.

Another input is a multiplier of the solar array
production used to simulate what might happen if the
solar array increased/decreased in size. It allows the
user to give clients an estimate of ways the solar array
can change to better suit their needs without having to
make changes to the exterior Helioscope model.

Energy Balance Calculations
Highly accurate battery simulations are a complex
modeling process that takes into account many factors,
but for early order-of-magnitude sizing estimates the
system can be approximated with constant
charge/discharge efficiencies and rate limits, and the
state of charge can be tracked in a simplified stepwise
energy balance.

The energy balance starts on a designated day with a
predetermined starting state of charge. From that point,
the model marches forward in time performing this
energy balance constrained by battery charge/discharge
limits and min/max state of charge limits.

The model has been set up to evaluate four battery sizes
at one time. For preliminary assumptions, the varying
size inputs can be controlled by a single unit input
battery capacity in kWh and a step value. One can also
manually input different battery capacities once an ideal
range has been determined. Each size of battery
prompts the tool to put the data imputed through six
sets of analysis. These estimates, calculated for every
hour, reflect the solar generation possible for each
battery capacity, the solar generation used instantly by
the home, energy stored in the battery, energy left
uncaptured, energy either charging or discharging
to/from the battery, and the total amount of solar
generation used. The final sum of these estimates
creates annual summaries for each battery size scenario,
like how much of the home's energy is supplemented
with solar generation, and how much of the generated
energy is ultimately used by the home. Examples of

these summaries can be seen in the case study Tables 2-
7.

All possible states of use for the solar and battery
system are captured using equations composed of
multiple nested IF statements and inequalities.

The first of these calculations is a multiplier that
adequately reduces the solar generation provided by the
solar panel to be compatible with the size of battery
being modeled.

The second of these equations, an estimate of how
much energy is instantly used by the home, is
demonstrated as follows: The ‘Energy Load’ of the
home must be first supplemented by the “Solar
Generation” being produced at that time. If the ‘Solar
Generation’ is less than the ‘Energy Load’ of the home,
all of the ‘Solar Generation’ will be instantaneously
used by the home. If the ‘Solar Generation’' is greater
than the ‘Energy Load’ of the home, only the amount of
‘Solar Generation’ needed to fully supplement the
‘Energy Load’ will be consumed. Equation 1 is the
physical equation that runs through the above
demonstrated equation.

(1) Instant Energy Use =
IF Solar Generation > Energy Load

⟹Energy Load
ELSE

⟹Solar Generation

The most important of the energy balancing equations,
an estimate of how much energy is stored in the battery
at any given time, is demonstrated as follows: ‘Solar
Generation’ is first used to supplement the immediate
‘Energy Load’ of the home. If any ‘Solar Generation’
is left over, it goes towards charging the battery. If the
battery is at its capacity or ‘Battery System Size’, the
leftover solar is lost. In reality, that energy would flow
back into the grid. If the project's ‘Energy Load’ cannot
be entirely managed by the current ‘Solar Generation’,
the battery discharges to supplement the ‘Energy Load’.
Equation 2 is the physical equation that runs through
the above demonstrated equation.
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(2) Battery Stored=
MIN
IF(Solar Generation-Energy
Load+Previous Battery Stored)<Previous
Battery Stored

IF ABS(Solar Generation-(Energy
Load*(1/Discharge
Efficiency)))<(Battery System
Size*Discharge Limit),

MAX
⟹Solar
Generation-(Energy
Load*(1/Discharge
Efficiency))+Previo
us Battery Stored
⟹ZERO

ElSE
MAX

⟹Previous Battery
Stored-(Battery
System
Size*Discharge
Limit/Discharge
Efficiency)
⟹ZERO

ELSE
MIN

⟹(Solar Generation-Energy
Load)*Charge

Efficiency+Previous
Battery Stored
⟹(Battery System
Size*Charge
Limit)+Previous Battery
Stored

⟹Battery System Size

A graphic representation of the ‘Battery Stored’
equation above is shown in Figure 1.

Next, an estimate of how energy charges  to the battery,
is demonstrated as follows: When the amount of energy
stored in the battery [‘Battery Stored’] is less then the
total capacity of the better [‘Battery System Size’], the
battery still has room to charge. If the circumstances are
appropriate, as in the ‘Solar Generation’ is larger than
the ‘Energy Load’ of the home, the remaining ‘Solar
Generation’ can be used to charge the battery, granted
smaller than the ‘Charge Rate’. Equation 3 is the
physical equation that runs through the above
demonstrated equation.

(3) Battery Charge=
IF Battery Stored<Battery System
Size

IF Battery Stored<Previous
Battery Stored

⟹0
ELSE
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MIN
⟹(Solar
Generation-Instant
Energy Use)*Charge
Efficiency
⟹Battery System
Size*Charge Limit

ELSE
IF(Previous Battery
Stored<Battery Stored,

MIN
⟹Battery
Stored-Previous
Battery Stored
⟹Battery System
Size*Charge Limit

ELSE
⟹0

Next, an estimate of how much energy is lost, is
demonstrated as follows: Any ‘Solar Generation’ not
consumed by the ‘Energy Load’ of the home or stored
in the battery[‘Battery Stored’]  is lost to the grid.
Equation 4 is the physical equation that runs through
the above demonstrated equation

(4) Energy Loss=
IF Battery Stored<Battery System
Size,

IF Battery Charge<(Battery
System Size*Charge Limit)

⟹0
ELSE

⟹((Solar
Generation-Instant
Energy Use)*Charge
Efficiency)-(Battery
System Size*Charge
Limit),

ELSE
IF Previous Battery
Stored=Battery Stored

⟹Solar
Generation-Instant
Energy Use

ELSE
⟹(Previous Battery
Stored +Solar
Generation)-Battery

System Size-Instant
Energy Use

Next, an estimate of how energy discharges from the
battery is demonstrated as follows: When  the ‘Battery
Stored’ is less than the ‘Previous Battery Stored’, the
battery has lost charge, therefore discharging. The
amount discharged is determined by how far the ‘Solar
Generation’ falls short of supplementing the ‘Energy
Load’, the ‘Discharge Rate’ which puts a cap on the
amount that can be discharged, and the amount of
available energy in the Battery.

(5) Battery Discharge=
IF Battery Stored<Previous Battery
Stored

MIN
⟹(Previous Battery
Stored-Battery
Stored)*Discharge
Efficiency
⟹Battery System
Size*Discharge Limit

ELSE
⟹ZERO

Last, an estimate of the total amount of solar generation
used by the system, is as follows:

(6) Total Generation Used=
Instant Energy Use + Battery
Discharge

Other parts of the tool use similar equations as those
above to run week-long outage scenarios. These are run
using historic summer, winter, and spring/fall data as
well as a future projected weather data and a “Winter
Storm” simulation run using Austin, Texas 2021
weather data. This is run as if in a grid tied situation,
which simply means that the battery can be initially full
or partially charged via the grid at the beginning of the
outage. Any week within those seasons can be chosen.
Users should select the most average weeks in “Battery:
Outage” to demonstrate normal scenarios, and the most
extreme weeks in “Extreme Battery: Outage” to
demonstrate severe circumstances.This part of the tool
generates summaries of data for each week simulated,
examples can be seen in the case study tables 2, 3, 4,
and 5.
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Case Study Analysis
To demonstrate this battery sizing method, we analyzed
an existing home in Austin, Texas whose owners were
interested in adding a battery backup system. The
homeowners have an existing solar array and were
interested in exploring how much of their home could
be backed up with batteries. The team examined energy
production data of the existing solar array and modeled
an identical array using Helioscope to extract hourly
data and import it into the battery sizing tool. The team
also constructed a Climate Studio energy model based
on the house’s geometry and calibrated with the historic
energy usage of the home. Usually, simulations in
Climate Studio, Solemma (2021) and Helioscope
(2019) allow us to evaluate buildings that are not built
yet using hypothetical scenarios. This case study
allowed for verification and calibration of those models
prior to analysis.

This case study analysis consists of two scenarios. The
first scenario evaluates the whole home as being backed
up by batteries during an outage; the second scenario
evaluates battery performance when a single zone (the
guest house) is backed up as a critical zone while the
rest of the house HVAC systems lose power. Three
weather scenarios are outlined; historical, future
projected summer, and winter storm weather data from
Austin, Texas. One solar array size was utilized. Four
battery sizes were tested out. In summary, the three
variables outlined are:

1. Spaces to be backed up:
a. Whole Home
b. Guest House

2. Solar Array: 22 kW
3. Battery Size Capacities:

a. 20kWh
b. 40kWh
c. 60kWh
d. 80kWh

4. Weather Scenarios:
a. Historical: TMY data for Austin,

Texas
b. Future Projected Summer : TMY data

for Austin, Texas in 2070
c. Winter Storm : AMY data for Austin,

Texas in 2021

Results and Discussion
Case Study
The outputs from the simulation scenarios are provided
below in Tables 2 - 7, and visualized in Figures 2 - 7.

In this simulation, the designed solar array is sized at 22
kW. A single Enphase battery unit has a capacity of 10
kWh with an AC connected capacity of 5.4 kW.
Therefore, the 20 kWh battery is only capable of
managing intake from a 11.4 kW sized array. The 40,
60, and 80 kWh batteries maximum AC connected
capacities are higher than the size of the designed array,
so they are simulated with the whole 22 kW sized array.

Table 2 shows battery system performance of the whole
home scenario for a week-long outage in a typical
summer, and Table 3 shows performance during a
week-long winter outage. Tables 4-7 show seasonal
scenarios for guest house + critical loads. Table 4 and 5
include summaries for a typical summer and 2070
projected future summer. Tables 6 and 7 demonstrate
data for a typical winter and the 2021 winter storm.
These tables include information like how much of the
solar array energy production is used during the outage,
or how much of the home's energy needs are met by
solar generation and battery discharge. Figures 7-12
visualize the information summarized in Tables 2-7. All
four of the tested battery sizes are shown to provide a
visual representation of how well each performs.

Table 2: Historic Summer- Week off Grid Summary for
Whole Home Backup

Summer:
Start Date:
8/06

No
Battery Battery Capacity [kWh]

20 40 60 80

%PV to
Grid/Losses 4.4% 0% 0% 0% 0%

%PV
Discharged N/A 4.69% 4.86% 7.29% 9.72%

% of PV Gen.
Used 95.6% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Total % Home
Energy Met 20.7% 11.3% 21.8% 22.3% 22.8%
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Table 3: Historic Winter- Week off Grid Summary for
Whole Home Backup

Winter:
Start Date:
2/01

No
Battery Battery Capacity [kWh]

20 40 60 80

%PV to
Grid/Losses 11.9% 0% 0% 0% 0%

%PV
Discharged N/A 7.3% 18.6% 22.4% 26.2%

% of PV Gen.
Used 100% 100% 99.8% 99.8% 99.8%

Total % Home
Energy Met 8.4% 9.0% 17.3% 17.9% 18.5%

Table 4: Historic Summer- Week off Grid Summary for
Guest House Backup

Summer:
Start Date:
8/06

No
Battery Battery Capacity [kWh]

20 40 60 80

%PV to
Grid/Losses 48.9% 0% 25.0% 24.6% 24.3%

%PV
Discharged N/A 18.4% 21.8% 22.6% 22.6%

% of PV Gen.
Used 51.08% 99.7% 73.9% 75.0% 75.3%

Total % Home
Energy Met 69.67% 72.8% 99.5% 100% 100%

Table 5: 2070 Projected Future Summer- Week off Grid
Summary for Guest House Backup

Summer:
Start Date:
8/06

No
Battery Battery Capacity [kWh]

20 40 60 80

%PV to
Grid/Losses 44.9% 0% 24.7% 23.3% 22.9%

%PV
Discharged N/A 15.9% 20.0% 21.8% 22.4%

% of PV Gen.
Used 55.1% 99.8% 75.0% 76.4% 76.6%

Total % Home
Energy Met 71.4% 69.6% 97.3% 99.6% 100%

Table 6: Historic Winter Week off Grid Summary for
Guest House  Backup

Winter:
Start Date:
2/01

No
Battery Battery Capacity [kWh]

20 40 60 80

%PV to
Grid/Losses 72.5% 12.5% 32.0% 26.8% 21.7%

%PV
Discharged N/A 43.7% 39.2% 43.6% 47.9%

% of PV Gen.
Used 44.3% 86.7% 67.0% 72.4% 77.3%

Total % Home
Energy Met 59.6% 52.4% 76.6% 81.7% 86.6%

Table 7: 2021 Winter Storm Week off Grid Summary for
Guest House  Backup

Winter:
Start Date:
2/01

No
Battery Battery Capacity [kWh]

20 40 60 80

%PV to
Grid/Losses 42.0 0% 12.4% 0% 0%

%PV
Discharged N/A 30.2% 33.8% 45.2% 51.0%

% of PV Gen.
Used 58.05% 99.6% 87.1% 99.2% 99.2%

Total % Home
Energy Met 23.0% 22.5% 36.4% 40.9% 43.2%

Discussion

We modeled TMY data, so comparing to any specific
single year historical data is bound to have some
inherent error due to divergence of weather from a
typical year. Regardless, the model performed well,
showing a 10 % difference in energy consumption from
historical data. Initial plug/equipment and lighting
model inputs were adjusted to achieve this level of
accuracy, as they were higher than typical. Solar
production was within 1%.

The goals of the homeowners in this case study were to
determine:
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1) Battery sizing for weeklong whole-home
outage ride-through

2) Battery sizing for guest house + critical loads
outage ride-through

The whole home has significantly more power demand
than is supportable by solar. Battery size does not affect
the autonomy assessment because all solar produced is
typically mostly/entirely consumed in real time by the
house, leaving no excess to store for consumption at
night. The size of the battery has minimal effect. Our
analysis only looked at battery sizes up to 80kWh since
that is the limit under residential energy storage code,
but a 500kWh at 100% charge size battery would be
needed to achieve a week-long outage ride-through for
the whole house, essentially just a huge battery mostly
coasting on its initial charge. Contrasting that, the Guest
house seems much better suited for outage
performance. The total production of the solar array
matches the modeled guest house energy consumption,
and as storage capacity increases, the ability of the
system to more completely capture and shift excess
solar production leads to higher autonomy. The guest
house energy consumption is well-matched to the solar
array output, and batteries in the 40+ kWh range have
sufficient capacity to carry the house through most
nights.

The shortfalls of the battery systems occur mostly in the
night time/early morning hours following days with low
solar output. The larger the battery, the better the
chance of carrying solar production from multiple days
prior to help ride through these lower recharging days.
Winter system resilience is more difficult than summer
for a variety of reasons. In the summer, high cooling
loads typically coincide with good solar resources, so
outages during this time are actually easier to ride
through. Even in the 2070 future projected summer
scenario, where coolings load further increase, the
system is still able to completely ride though with the
largest battery size. In the winter, the bulk of the
heating electricity demands (this home has heat pumps)
occur at night and in the morning hours, which means
the batteries are having to carry much more sustained
power demands during non-generating hours. In
addition to the loads being less coincident with
generation, the days are shorter, the solar irradiance is
reduced, and the weather is typically more cloudy. This
is further demonstrated in the 2021 winter storm
scenario, where both heating loads and cloud cover
increases, only allowing for max 43% of energy
demands met by both solar and the battery. All of these

factors combine to make for worse system performance
in the winter for a given battery size compared to
summer.

Based on this analysis, our recommendation for the
owners of this home was a 40kWh system. This size
battery system provides nearly complete system
coverage in the summer, and achieves greater than 85%
energy demands in a typical winter outage. With
reduced set points and decreased energy use, they could
conceivably manage through a winter storm scenario
with a 40 kWh battery. The cost/benefit ratio of
doubling the system capacity to achieve an extra 10%
enters the realm of diminishing returns Additionally,
this analysis did not take into account any significant
changes in behavior (lighting/appliance/plug loads,
temperature setpoints, etc.) for the Guest House space;
adjusting user behavior during an outage would likely
improve their ride-through capacity to the point of
being 100% effectively autonomous.

To evaluate the performance of this battery tool against
existing advanced modeling software, the same
analyses were performed using HOMER Pro (Homer).
The same solar and load data were input, along with the
same general battery modeling parameters. The
simulation was performed using Homer's basic battery
model specifications and is constrained to the same
storage capacity step sizes. Graphics 2 - 6 show the
total percent of home energy met by the solar array +
battery system for each battery size that was determined
by this paper’s battery tool and Homer’s analysis in the
guest house scenarios. These figures create a visual
comparison between the outputs.

Figure 2: Historic TMY  Annual - Total % Guest House
Energy Met
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Figure 3: Historic TMY Summer Design Week Total %
Guest House Energy Met

Figure 4: Historic TMY Winter Design Week - Total %
Guest House Energy Met

The tool outlined in this paper and Homer seem to
generate fairly similar results using the historic TMY
data, with relative error between the models being
10-15% at the smallest battery size to less than 1% at
larger battery sizes. The biggest difference between the
two data sets is seen at the 20 kWh battery size in the
summer design week, with Homer's estimates of
renewable energy fraction (solar + battery) being 15%
higher than our modeled output.

Figure 5: 2070 Future Projected Summer Design Week
- Total % Guest House Energy Met

Figure 6: 2021 Winter Storm Design Week - Total %
Guest House Energy Met

While the total % of energy met is similar for the 2070
future projected summer design week between both
simulation tools, the same cannot be said of the 2021
winter storm design week. This tool generates far more
convervative estimates of how the guest house will run
during this time period. However, because of the
consistency of the tool at relating to the other outputs,
this instance is considered an outlier for the time being.
Further investigation of these results will be completed
as part of future work on a more in-depth benchmarking
comparison.

Conclusion
The battery capacity tool generates meaningful and
actionable information to enable residential engineering
consultants to help homeowners make informed
decisions around microgrid systems. The solutions the
tool generates are unique to their building’s energy
usage, the quantity of energy their systems can
generate, and the level of backup desired. Furthermore,
the tool has many automations such that it is relatively
easy to use, dissimilar to other microgrid capacity
systems found elsewhere. Establishing realistic and
accurate parameters around these microgrid systems is
a step in giving autonomy to homeowners in the face of
an uncertain future.

This tool is currently useful in-house to generate
material used in energy resilience reports. These are
delivered to clients in order to lay out all energy wise
options available to them as they proceed to build
homes.

Eventually, the goal is to develop a streamlined
browser-based version of this tool that will be available
to the public. The goal is to provide interested
individuals the ability to upload or manipulate data
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inputs to evaluate solar + battery system feasibility
prior to engaging a design firm or solar installation
company.
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Figure 7: Whole Home - Summer Energy Load vs. Solar Production during Week Long Outage

Figure 8: Whole Home - Winter Energy Load vs. Solar Production during Week Long Outage

Figure 9: Guest House - Summer Energy Load vs. Solar Production during Week Long Outage

Figure 10: Guest House - 2050 Future Projected Summer Energy Load vs. Solar Production during Week Long
Outage
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Figure 11: Guest  House - Winter Energy Load vs. Solar Production during Week Long Outage

Figure 12: Guest  House - 2021 Winter Storm Energy Load vs. Solar Production during Week Long Outage
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